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Abstract. The determination of the fundamental stress versus crack opening (cr-w) response of concrete 
under uniaxial tension is complicated by practical difficulties with the ~st setup. The main objective of 
this paper is to describe a procedure for determining the cr-w relation of concrete using the load versus 
crack mouth opening displacement behavior of notched bearn specimens. Comparisons are made between 
the cr-w relations obtained through the inverse analysis and directly from uniaxial tensile tests. 

Resumen. La determinación de la respuesta constitutiva del hormigón a tracción, es decir la curva 
tensión-apertura de la fisura (cr-w), es complicada por dificultades prácticas con la ejecución del ensayo. 
El objetivo principal de este artículo es describir un procedimiento para la determinación de la relación 
cr-w del hormigón a partir del comportamiento carga-apertura de fisura de vigas entalladas. Se contrastan 
las relaciones cr-w calculadas por análisis inverso con las obtenidas directamente por ensayos de tracción 
uniaxial. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

The basic hypotheses of Linear Elastic Fracture 
Mechanics (LEFM) require that the inelastic process 
zone ahead of the crack tip be small when compared to 
other significant dimensions of the cracked element. 
Plain and fiber reinforced concretes do not meet these 
requirements making fracture mechanics analysis a 
complex task. Perhaps the most successful approach in 
this regard is the fictitious crack model proposed by 
Hillerborg et al [ 1 ]. The cracked structural element is 
modeled with a fictitious crack, which comprises the 
stress-free crack plus an inelastic process zone, in which 
cohesive stresses are modeled using the cr-w 
relationship. Beyond this fictitious tip, if allowed by the 
structural element dimensions, linear elasticity is valid. 
This strategy eliminates the stress field singularity in the 
neighborhood of the crack tip, where the direct 
applications of LEFM would result in strains and 
stresses tending to infinity. 

The application of Hillerborg' s approach requires the 
knowledge of a cr-w curve that characterizes the 
behavior of the concrete subject to tension. This curve is 
nom1ally obtained from uniaxial tension tests, 
perfom1ed under defom1ation control. These tests are 
complicated due to difficulties with the test setup. Thus, 
altematives based on simpler tests that result in the 
same cr-w curve are desirable. An altemative that is 
being extensively investigated is the inverse analysis of 
the load versus crack mouth opening displacement 

(CMOD) curve obtained from notched bean1 or wedge
splitting tests. 

In general, most inverse analysis procedures fix the 
shape of the cr -w curve, as exponential, linear or bilinear 
models, with the latter including drop-sloped, drop
constant and sloped-constant shapes. For plain concrete, 
the bilinear model has been most widely used [2-9]. 
Other curves that appear in the literature are exponential 
models [ 1 0-12]. Optimization-based procedures 
generally determine the best parameters through the 
least squares approach [2, 9]. In other approaches, data 
from more than one test are used [5, 12] or more than 
one data set from the same specimen are used [6] within 
the inverse analysis for obtaining a unique solution. 
Nevertheless, the issue of the uniqueness of the cr-w 
curve obtained through such procedures has not been 
resolved completely [3]. Another more recent 
altemative is the use of procedures that detennine 
polylinear cr-w curves, where the shape of the curve is 
al so free to vary [ 13-18]. 

The present methodology for the quasi-automatic 
determination of the cr-w relation uses experimentally
obtained load versus crack mouth opening displacement 
(P-CMOD) data from notched three-point bend tests. 
The P-CMOD curve obtained for each t1ial cr-w curve, 
defined by a set of parameters, is compared to the 
corresponding experimental result in the least square 
sense. Optimization algorithms are used to obtain a set 
of parameters that best fit the experimental results. The 
methodology has been implemented in a software 
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program that takes advantages of the capabilities that 
implement the object oriented programming philosophy 
in e-~+. The current implementation deals only with 
three-point-bending specimens and is based on a quasi
analytical formulation developed by Stang and Olesen 
[7, 8]. 

The fitting process can be tailored to vary only sorne of 
the parameters, though it appears that the variation of as 
many parameters as possible should be permitted within 
the range that guaranties uniqueness of solution. For 
instance, for plain concrete, the tensile strength (~) can 
be obtained from another test ( e.g., the Brazilian 
splitting test) and fixed within the optirnization process. 
For a given shape ofthe cr-w curve, the only variable is, 
then, the fracture energy (Gr) or another complementary 
parameter. However, both { and Gr that rnay result from 
an optirnization process that gives both parameters rnay 
fit the experimental P-CMOD curve best. This latter 
altemative seems more adequate, since both parameters 
can be obtained from the same test. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE 

The inverse analysis that has been used is implemented 
in a software program, described in [19]. The user 
chooses the shape of the cr-w from various options, 
such as the Hordijk model [10], linear, drop-constant, 
sloped-constant, bilinear, trilinear and tetralinear. In the 
present study, the Hordijk and bilinear models have 
been used for plain concrete, and bilinear and trilinear 
models :!Or SFRC. Seed values for the parameters, along 
with the appropriate bounds, are supplied by the user. 
The experimentalload-CMOD curve is specified as data 
in a separate file as columns of load, CMOD and 
deflection data. 

The program first linearizes, if needed, the initial part of 
the curve to elirninate any nonlinearity due to settling of 
the beam. Then, the program module based on the 
fommlation of Stang and Olesen [7, 8] determines the 
modulus of elasticity from the initial linear part. The 
same module is used to determine a load-CMOD curve 
based on the tria! model parameters to fit the 
experimental curve. The error is considered to be the 
integral of the difference between the two curves over 
the CMOD interval and an optirnization algorithm is 
used to determine the parameters that minirnize this 
error. The final cr-w curve and the predicted load
CMOD curve are provided as output, along with the 
error in terms of the area under the curve. Weights can 
be provided for the different parts of the load-CMOD 
curve to give unequal importance to different regimes 
within the optimization process. 

4. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS 

The approach was applied to experimental data of plain 
and steel fiber reinforced concrete bearns. The 
comparison of the predicted load-CMOD curve for a 
notched three-point-bend specimen of plain concrete 
with the corresponding experimental curve is presented 
in Figure l. The optirnized cr-w curve corresponding to 
Hordijk model is shown in the inset. The Y oung's 
modulus was determined automatically by fitting a 
straight line to the initial experimental data, using the 
Stang-Olesen formulation. In order to further validate 
the approach, the optirnized material parameters were 
used in a finite element simulation with DIANA [20] to 
obtain the curve indicated with a dashed line. This 
simulation was performed using interface elements 
along the crack path (discrete crack approach), with the 
cr-w curve described by the two-model pararneters ft 
(tensile strength) and Q (fracture energy). The bulk of 
the specimen was assumed to be linear elastic. lt can be 
seen that the analytical and fmite element simulations 
correspond closely to the experimental curve. 
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Figure l. Load-CMOD curves for plain concrete beam 1 

The cr-w curves for three such beams, all from the same 
batch, are plotted together in Figure 2, where the scatter 
in the value of { can be appreciated. However, there is 
not much variability in the rest of the curve. The dashed 
lines correspond to results from uniaxial tension tests on 
notched molded cylinders of the same concrete. The 
curves from the inverse analysis of the beams and the 
uniaxial tension tests are practically similar. 

An application of the optirnization procedure to a steel 
fiber reinforced concrete specimen is presented in 
Figure 3. Two models of the cr-w curve ha ve been used 
(Figure 4 ): the bilinear and sloped-constant (with a 
sloping first part and a constant second part) models. In 
general, the curve obtained from the analytical 
prediction with the bilinear curve matches the 
experimental curve satisfuctorily while the sloped
constant modelleads to an average fit in the post-peak. 
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Figure 4. cr-w curves obtained from inverse analysis 

The bilinear model, which presented the better fit in this 
application to SFRC. was used for inverse analyzing 
two other similar SFRC beams. The resulting cr-w 
curves foral! the three beams are presented in Figure 5, 
and the fitted and experimental load-CMOD curves 
cmTesponding to all three beams are presented in Figure 
6. In Figure 5, the data from inverse analysis is 
compared with the curves obtained fl-om uniaxial 

tension tests of molded and cored cylinders. The cores 
were obtained perpendicular to the casting direction. 

There is considerable scatter in the curves from the 
in verse analysis of the beams. However, it is clear that 
they are closer to the experimental results from cored 
specimens with the molded specimens giving much 
lower stresses. 
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Figure 5. cr-w curves from inverse analysis ofthree 
beams compared with results from uniaxial tension tests 
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Figure 6 Load-CMOD curves corresponding to the 
beam specimens presented in Figure 5 

In general the inverse analysis with the described 
procedure worked well, with reasonably fast 
convergence for the analyses related to plain concrete, 
using the exponential Hordijk model, as well as with the 
other linear and bilinear models. However, sorne 
difficulties were found for the trilinear or tetralinear 
models, where the optimization algorithms converged to 
different solutions depending on the initial tria! 
parameters. lt appears that there may be sorne non
uniqucness in the values of the parameters when the 
modeb are complex (i.e.. with more than two 
independent parametcrs). In such cases. it has bcen 
found that a good strategy is to perfonn inverse analysis 
with simpler models, such as the sloped-constant and 
the bilinear, to guide the choice of initial trials for more 
complex models (trilinear or tetralinear) 
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4. USE OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS IN THE 
INVERSE ANAL YSIS 

In the previous sections, a strategy for inverse analysis 
to obtain the stress-crack opening curve based on a least 
square fitting using experimental load-CMOD curves 
has been applied. In general, the strategy leads to good 
agreement for plain and fiber reinforced concretes. The 
implementation allows the use of appropriate weighting 
functions to improve the fit of the experimental results 
in prescribed portions of the fitting interval according to 
the structural application. For example, for the use of 
SFRC, to improve shear strength in a bridge beam web, 
where the crack openings are small, more weight would 
be given to the response at the peak. On the other hand, 
in the design of a fiber reinforced concrete pavement, 
the correct description of the material behavior beyond 
2 or 3 mm is probably more important than the peak 
load capacity. 

The use of a weighting function for the determination of 
material properties is debatable since a good model 
should be able to describe the material behavior under 
all circumstances. However, this may only be possible 
through the use of complex models and inverse analysis 
procedures ancl/or the use of data from other tests to 
keep the fitting error within acceptable lirnits. Assurning 
that a weighting function should be introduced, the 
second issue that arises is the choice of the appropriate 
function. In the examples given in section 4, higher 
weight is given to the peak response. 

The type of weighting used here is illustrated in Figure 
8, which corresponds to the plain concrete beam treat:d 
in section 4. The chosen weighting function is shown m 
under the data, where a relatively higher weight (i.e., 
10) is given at the peak with a linear increase in the pre
peak and a symmetric decrease in the post-peak until a 
constant value of l. The Hordijk model is fitted through 
the inverse analysis of the load-CMOD data. The cr-w 
curves obtained with and without weighting are shown 
in the inset, and the numerical predictions of load
CMOD in the main plot. It can be seen that there is 
practically no difference in the fitting of the curve. The 
variations in the cr-w curve due to the weighting are 
also negligible. 
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Figure 8. Effect ofweighting function for plain 
concrete 

In the case of SFRC, for the inverse analysis of a 
trilinear model for the cr-w curve, the importance of the 
weighting is related to the fitting interval ( of CMOD). 
In Figure 9, the experimentalload-CMOD curve used in 
the inverse analysis is shown, along with the predictions 
obtained using the cr-w curves with and without 
weights. The interval specified is [0.0;1.0 mm] and the 
weighting function is shown under the load-CMOD 
curve. Note that the weighting function has a peak value 
of 10 anda plateau value of 3. The two cr-w curves are 
shown in the inset. lt can be seen that the differences in 
both the cr-w curve and the fit of the load-CMOD curve 
due to weighting are small. 

However, when the fitting interval is larger, say [0.0;2.0 
mm], as in Figure 10, the fits of the load-CMOD curve 
vary significantly, especially around the peak. The cr-w 
curve obtained using weighting is compared in Figure 
11 with that obtained without weighting. The main 
differences are in the first <nd final parts of the curve, 
with the tensile strength being significantly different. 
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Figure 9. Effect ofweighting function for SFRC, using 
a tri linear model and fitting interval of [0.0; 1.0 mm] 
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Figure 10 Effect ofweighting function for SFRC, using 
a tri1inear mode1 and fitting interval of [0.0; 2.0 mm] 
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Figure 11. Effect ofweighting function on the stress
crack opening curve for a fitting interval [0.0; 2.0 mm] 

The use of a weighting function appears to be important 
for the inverse analysis cf SFRC. However, comparing 
the numerical prediction of the load-CMOD curve with 
the experimental results should be done to check the 
appropriateness ofthe selected function. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The development of a system of algorithms for the 
inverse analysis of the stress-crack opening curve under 
tension using the load-CMOD response of notched 
beams is presented. The stmctural analysis is based on 
the model of Stang and Olesen, which uses the tria! cr-w 
curve to obtain the numerical load-CMOD response that 
fits the experimental result. Example applications are 
presented to validate the approach for plain and fiber 
reinforced concrete. It is seen that a weighting function 
is needed in the case of a large fitting interval for SFRC. 
Comparisons with finite element calculations are 
satisfactory. The developed software allows the fast 
implementation of softening models with mínimum 
code manipulation, requiring only the development of 
two short header files describing the model and the 
variables for the fitting algorithms. 
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